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13 November 2017
Addendum to the Minutes of the CYPS Committee held on 19 June 2017

Mr M Jones has requested that the following wording be added to the Minutes
of the meeting held on 19 June 2017:
1. Paragraph 8.1 "Martin Jones asked whether, with the past Ofsted reports for
Cardinal Newman and now one of our most inclusive schools Blatchington Mill
(that had done such brilliant work but still was highlighted as needing to
improve work around SEND), it was clear that it was shown that for a school to
achieve outstanding they must be outstanding for SEND pupils."
2. Paragraph 9.7 "Martin Jones thanked officer for their work and engagement
with parents. He asked whether there was further work and engagement being
undertaken to ensure that parents with students with the more able ASC felt
more confident in the proposed provision. He also questioned whether the
small number mentioned in the report would increase if pupils that are
currently forced into home education and those who were on part time
timetables in mainstream, due to access problems, were included. He
additionally highlighted that there are further pressures with successfully
inclusive mainstream schools being financially penalised by having to provide
the first £6000 for each pupil while schools that took in less than expected
were £6000 better off. With schools in financial hardship unable to continue
with this disparity it might increase the number of parents that decide that
mainstream is not suitable. With a group of parents considering setting up their
own School for ASC students because they are concerned that the
City's planned provision will not meet needs and desired outcomes how will
this effect plans and further engagement at the Hubs?"
3. Paragraph 14.4 "Martin Jones noted that much of the data for Black pupils
was set against national and that the situation was worse if you looked at the
local disparity or "GAP" between Non Disadvantaged and BME groups. BME
and all minorities outcomes should be well above National as Non
Disadvantaged pupils in Brighton and Hove have achieved this."
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